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Kung Fu Stances
This is the first kungfu book by a Shaolin Grandmaster, Sifu Wong Kiew Kit, who has become
a legend. It gives a comprehensive introduction to Shaolin Kungfu, including: - The philosophy
and history of Shaolin Kungfu. - A basic Shaolin Kungfu set with many secrets revealed. Combat application. - Internal force training. - Kungfu weapons. - General principles of kungfu.
It is a book that any Shaolin Kungfu practitioner should have.
Using his 46 years of knowledge and practical experience, Great Grandmaster Allen J. Chinn
has successfully adapted Kung-Fu combat techniques and fighting philosophies to the sport of
table tennis. Originally these techniques were used in table tennis play to keep up his Kung-Fu
speed, and fine motor skills. Eventually the blending of Kung-Fu and table tennis became a
natural innovation. The most popular racket sport in the world now had new strategies based
on Kung-Fu philosophies that are centuries old. Whether you're a serious recreational player or
a competitive tournament player, Kung-Fu Table Tennis will give you new insight on
equipment, techniques and strategies.
Kung Fu has evolved from a traditional means of defence to become a system of attacking and
defending oneself, with or without weapons, exercising the body and maintaining good physical
and mental health. As such, these practices have found an international following. Yet what
has remained a largely unexplored area is the scientific principles behind these martial arts.
This book not only covers the brief history of Chinese martial arts, but also brings together the
wisdom of a Kung Fu grand master with a scientist and teacher to explain the scientific
reasons why Kung Fu is the powerful practice that it is. Using the principles of physics,
biomechanics and biology, with a number of drawings showing some basic postures of Kung
Fu, the authors present a deep understanding of how the styles, the specific movements and
methods of attack and defence operate.
This book will teach you everything you always wanted to know about martial arts. By martial
art usually is meant aikido, arnis, boxing, capoeria, chow gar, choy la fut, hapkido, hsing'i, hun
gar, jeet kune do, jow gar, judo, jujitsu, karate, kempo, kick boxing, krav maga, Kung Fu , pa
kua, penjak silat, praying mantis, savate, shaolin, tae kwon do, tai chi, white crane, ving tsun,
wu shu and more! As you can see the list is long and it is actually very promising how many
combat arts systems there are and how many methods of self-defense can be formulated.
Better Kungfu
The Martial Artist's Book of Yoga
Natural Martial Arts
Manual and Study Guide Vol. 1
Chinese Gung Fu
The Shaolin Qigong Workout for Longevity

The essential guide to Wing Chun Kung-Fu—basic forms and principles, fighting
and grappling, advanced techniques and weapons. Featuring over 300 black and
white photos and step-by-step illustrations, Wing Chun Kung-Fu: A Complete
Guide offers clear, straightforward, and authoritative instruction to the Chinese
martial art of Wing Chun Kung-Fu. This Wing Chun book introduces and
demonstrates the three empty-hand wing chun kung fu forms, the combative
building blocks of the system, including sticky-hand and sticky-leg fighting, chinna, and the theory of vital strikes to the weak points of human anatomy (dar
mak). This Wing Chun guide also introduces the wooden dummy form, the sixand-a-half pole form, and the use of butterfly knives. In addition, this kung fu
book provides detailed commentary on the theory behind each move so that you
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can develop an in-depth understanding of both the practical application of this
fighting art and the meaning behind it. Other sections include specialized fighting
and grappling techniques and instructions on using weapons. An additional
section is devoted to conditioning, stretching, power training and weight training
exercises that will be of particular benefit for serious students of Wing Chun and
practitioners of any martial art.
"This is a reproduction of the original book."
The role of the strength and conditioning coach for a combat athlete is to perform
a needs analysis in which both the fighter as an individual and the sport itself are
assessed in order to develop a high-performance programme. This might include
plyometrics, speed and agility, endurance and core stability, strength training and
nutrition as just some of the pieces of this complex jigsaw. The aim is to increase
strength, speed, power, endurance, agility and flexibility. Strength and
Conditioning for Combat Sports aims to help the coach and athlete bridge the
gap between the theory of training and applied training, helping the athlete to
become faster, stronger and more flexible and to build their muscular endurance
so they perform better and remain injury-free. This will be essential reading for all
martial arts coaches and practitioners and sports science students. Fully
illustrated with 330 colour photographs and 90 diagrams.
A well placed kick can mean the difference between victory and defeat in a fight!
This illustrated guide to martial arts kicks provides the reader with a wealth of
information on 89 different types of kicks from various styles. This martial arts
book features kicks from Karate, Muay Thai, Taekwondo, Kung Fu, Kempo,
Capoeira, Jeet Kune Do, and more. In a self defense situation there is no room
for defeat. Readers will learn how to unleash a devastating barrage of kicks to
throw their opponents off guard and leave every match in victory. The Essential
Book of Martial Arts Kicks has one purpose: to help readers hone their kicking
proficiency so that they can readily deploy the most powerful tool in the fighter's
repertoire. It contains contains thousands of photos and diagrams to show
readers exactly how to perform all of the 89 kicks inside this book. Packed with
full color photos, detailed diagrams and a companion DVD featuring 50 of the
most powerful kicks, this book is required reading for every martial artist who
wants to sharpen and expand their kicking skills. You'll learn all about: Front
Kicks Side Kicks Roundhouse Kicks Back Kicks Hook Kicks Crescent Kicks And
many more!
Spectacular Sports: Martial Arts: Comparing Numbers: Read-along ebook
Everything You Need to Get Started in Kung Fu - from Basic Kicks to Training
and Tournaments
Beginning Kung-fu
Everything You Always Wanted to Know about Martial Arts
The Secrets of Kung Fu for Self-Defense, Health, and Enlightenment
Spectacular Sports: Martial Arts: Comparing Numbers 6-Pack
Master the northern style of Chinese Shaolin Kung Fu with this illustrated martial arts
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guide The Secrets of Northern Shaolin Kung-Fu: Pek Sil Lum is a comprehensive guide to
the theory and practice of the traditional Chinese art known to the West as Northern
Shaolin Kung-Fu. It includes a historical overview, basic positions, and authentic forms
and techniques. Pek Sil Lum is especially renowned for its repertoire of kicking
techniques, ranging from simple front kicks to jumping twirling crescent kicks to the
dreaded tornado kick, and includes open- and closed-hand strikes and a number of
weapons forms.
So you think you're a martial arts master, but do you know the difference between kung
fu, kendo, and karate? Students will learn about various martial arts as they practice
comparing numbers. This nonfiction math book combines math and literacy skills, and
uses real-life examples of problem solving to teach subject area content. The full-color
images, intriguing sidebars, practice problems, and math diagrams make learning math
relevant and fun. Text features include a table of contents, glossary, and index to increase
understanding of math and reading concepts. An in-depth problem-solving section
provides additional learning and practice opportunities while challenging students' higherorder thinking skills.
Master the terrifyingly effective Phoenix Eye Fist style of Chinese Kung Fu with this
illustrated martial arts guide. The Secrets of Phoenix-Eye Fist Kung-Fu depicts an
enormously potent art, also known as Chuka Shaolin, that does not depend on strength or
size. Instead, it utilizes a special striking technique, the phoenix-eye fist, aimed at vital
points on the opponent's body. Phoenix-Eye Fist Kung-Fu excels at close-range
fighting—an area neglected in many other martial arts—and employs a variety of
lightning-fast strikes and kicks. Due to its deadly efficacy, there is no sparring in Chuka
Shaolin, but instead complex two-person practice forms are employed—both for emptyhanded fighting and for fighting with weapons—in which the practitioners fight all-out,
and are protected only by a precise knowledge of the form. With hundreds of clear
photographs, The Secrets of Phoenix-Eye Fist Kung-Fu reveals: The fundamental
techniques of the empty-handed art A complete breakdown of the two-person empty-hand
practice forms Detailed instruction in Chuka Shaolin pole fighting, including the practice
forms An overview of the other weapons used in Chuka Shaolin, including the sai, the twin
knives, the spear, and the farmer's hoe Special forms of Chi Kung designed to increase
striking power, increase vitality, and aid in resisting and healing injuries
For the past 1500 years, the Qigong workout for longevity has been secretly passed from
generation to generation at the Shaolin Temple of Zen in Henan Province, China. Now, for
the first time, a 34th-generation fighting disciple from the temple shows how to optimize
energy, alleviate stress, boost the immune system, and achieve optimum health. The
complete workout is shown with easy-to-follow instructions and images, covering
everything from stretches and stances to the Instant Health self-massage. This
comprehensive guide provides detailed advice on adapting Shaolin Qigong to suit any life
stage, and includes training tips, Zen wisdom, and a personalized mind-body workout
created especially for the busy Western lifestyle.
Spectacular Sports: Martial Arts: Comparing Numbers
150 Step-by-Step Projects for Beginners
Chinese Kung-Fu (Kenpo)
Martial Arts for Your Mind and Body
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Fundamental Training
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the industry, this popular monthly
magazine addresses the needs of martial artists of all levels by providing them with
information about every style of self-defense in the world - including techniques and
strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and markets over 75 martial arts-oriented
books and videos including many about the works of Bruce Lee, the best-known
marital arts figure in the world.
The Art of Shaolin Kung Fu is the ultimate guide to Kung Fu, from theory to practical
application. This unique martial arts book, by a renowned Grandmaster, is a
complete and comprehensive introduction to Kung Fu and all other aspects of ancient
Shaolin wisdom. You will learn the ancient art of the Shaolin monks from the famous
Shaolin monastery. It will prove invaluable to everyone interested in martial arts, chi
kung, and meditation, showing how Kung Fu and other Shaolin arts can bring you
health, vitality, mental focus, and spiritual joy. Chapters include: What is Kung
Fu?--Four Aspects of Kung Fu; The Importance of Force Training; Application for
Combat and Daily Living; Kung Fu Philosophy for Deeper Understanding; The Benefits
of Kung Fu The Historical Development of Chinese Martial Arts--Kung Fu in Prehistoric
and Ancient Times; The Glorious Han and Tang; The Modern Period From Shaolin to
Taijiquan--Shaolin Kung Fu; The Various Styles of Taijiquan; Soft and Hard, Internal
and External A Comparative Study of Kung Fu--Contrasting Shaolin and Wudang Kung
Fu; Xingyi Kung Fu and Taoist Concepts; Tanglangquan or Praying Mantis Kung Fu;
The Spread of Southern Kung Fu Defining Aims and Objectives--Setting Aims for Kung
Fu Training; Personal Objectives; Course Objectives The Foundation of Shaolin Kung
Fu--Inheritance from Past Masters; Various Shaolin Hand Forms; Basic Shaolin
Patterns From Form to Combat Application--The Four Directions of Attack; The
Principles of Effective Combat; Specific Techniques Against Kicks Combat Sequences
and Set Practice--Relieving Injuries Sustained in Sparring; Composing Your Own Kung
Fu Sets Shaolin Five Animals--Understanding Characteristics and Essence; The FiveAnimal Set; The Names of the Five-Animal Patterns Five-Animal Combination
Set--How to Improve Combat Efficiency; Spacing and Timing in Combat The Internal
Force of Shaolin Kung Fu--The Relationship Between Technique and Force; The
Compassionate Art of Qin-Na; The Internal Force of Tiger Claw Tactics and
Strategies--Using Continuous Attack Effectively; A Tactic to Distract Your Opponent;
Selecting Strategies to Suit Particular Situations Classical Kung Fu Weapons--Staffs;
Whips, Knives and Other Weapons; Light and Heavy Weapons Understanding and
Developing Chi--The Various Genres of Chi Kung; Lohan Embracing Buddha;
Abdominal Breathing Shaolin Kung Fu and Zen--Culitvating Heart, Nourishing Nature;
Bodhidharma and Taoism in Zen The Shaolin Way to Enlightenment--Attaining a
Focused Mind; Meditation to Train Awareness; Shaolin Kung Fu for Spiritual
Development
Learn the ancient self-defense system of Kempo with this illustrated martial arts
guide. Kempo is one of the oldest, most dynamic martial arts. It is a derivative of
Kung-Fu developed in southern China over a thousand years ago. This book proves
that Kenpo, although an ancient military art, has direct application and relevance to
our lives today. This kung fu book is designed to guide not only those seriously
interested in learning kempo kung fu, but also to assist men, women, and children
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concerned about gaining better physical fitness, better over-all body tone and
general well-being as well as a firm sense of self-confidence. Four Introductory
Lessons, coupled with clear photographs, aid readers in executing with accuracy and
safety all essential stances and techniques. After these have been mastered, the
remaining lessons, accompanied by helpful exercises, can be practiced with ease.
Rather than violence for its own sake, Kenpo offers defensive techniques for selfprotection which can be mastered in about three months.
The perfect training supplement for martial artists, The Martial Artist's Book of Yoga
shows how the ancient practice of yoga was the genesis of all martial arts. It clearly
illustrates how specific yoga poses can directly improve one's martial arts abilities,
with asanas that the reader can easily incorporate into a balanced workout. Designed
for those practicing any martial art including judo, karate, kung fu, tae kwon do,
jujitsu, and hapkido, the book explains the training needs and challenges of the
various universal techniques: kicks, strikes, blocks, throws, falls, joint locks, and
grappling. Then the author identifies the underlying fundamentals necessary to
advance one's skill in each area and presents a series of yoga poses specially
selected to make those improvements - from increased flexibility and strength to
better body control and balance.
Effects of Hung Fut Kung Fu's Ten Basic Stances on Postural Balance and Quality of
Life in Elderly Women
The Kung Fu Handbook
Advanced Training
An Introduction to Karate and Kung Fu
Shaolin Long Fist Kung Fu
A Complete Guide to the Fundamentals of Shaolin Kung-fu and the Principles of Inner
Power (ch'i)

Wing Chun Kuen it is a classic style of Chinese wushu that gained a great celebrity
throughout the world. Its distinctive features are easiness and economy of movements,
softness and compliance and also effectiveness of defenses and power of attacks. The main
aim of this direction of Chinese martial arts is a most fast victory in combat with the least
expense of forces and energy. The offered book is devoted to the survey of Wing Chun Kuen
basic technique and forms practiced Foshanese schools of the Chinese continental Wing
Chun Kung Fu. The book contains large number of illustration and will be useful for
everybody, who studies the martial arts.
This book is a comprehensive study guide to the fundamental and intermediate levels of
Shaolin long fist kung-fu. In terms of showing and preserving knowledge for the students
and instructors of long fist, this volume provides an invaluable aid for teaching sequences
and explaining other aspects of the style. This book lays a foundation for beginning and
advanced stages of long fist in terms of giving the student of kung-fu a grounding in
fundamental and intermediate knowledge and skill.
Traces the history of kung fu and explains some of the various exercises, stances, kicks, hand
positions, and self-defense techniques involved in its practice.
Introduces the martial art of kung fu and describes the clothing, equipment, skills, and
terminology of the sport.
Kung Fu
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D.A.T. Defensive Arts Training
Essential Book of Martial Arts Kicks
The Complete Guide to Northern Praying Mantis Kung Fu
The Secrets of Kung-fu
Strength and Conditioning for Combat Sports
In today's world self-defense is of utmost importance. This book is geared toward
teaching the beginner as well as the most advance martial artist how to learn and improve
their own martial art. It teaches the Principles and Concepts that ALL Martial arts are
based on, and how to develop the understandings and abilities necessary to master true
martial arts - in your way, not someone else's.It covers many aspects of the whole human
being and what it takes to be a true warrior understanding that peace and healing are
desired, but that war may be necessary to bring about peace when evil rear's its ugly head.
Bruce Lee’s original art (wing chun) and the art he developed (jeet kune do) are
compared by Lee’s associates. Includes stances and footwork, hand and leg techniques,
tactics, and self-defense.
It's the most mammoth book of manga drawing EVER! If there's one key to drawing
manga, it's GO BIG--starting with this humongous book of step-by-step instruction and
inspiration. Compiled from nearly 10 years of best-selling books by David Okum, these
pages are teeming with the most popular characters--ninjas, wizards, cyberpunk kids,
space pirates, evil queens, mindless goons and more--all broken down into easy-to-follow
steps, from pencil sketch to full-color renderings. Throughout, you'll find expert advice
on rendering dynamic poses, expressions, weapons, clothing, cool modes of
transportation and more. Hero or villain, chibi or giant, mecha or mega-cute...you'll learn
how to draw them all manga-style. Simply add your one-of-a-kind twist, and POW!
There's no stopping you! 150 step-by-step demos make it easy to learn by doing! • 30+
memorable superheroes and the villains that make their lives difficult • 30+ terrific
monsters--killer robots, zombies, mutant cyborgs, vampires and the like • 30+ varieties of
fantasy characters, including goblins, elves, witches and skeleton warriors • Sidekicks,
thugs and other supporting characters to round out your cast • PLUS a whole chapter of
wicked-cool martial arts moves for action-filled fight scenes! Join the LEGIONS of
budding artists who have learned to draw with David Okum!
Developed by Wang Lang over 300 years ago, Praying Mantis Kung Fu is the only
martial art based on the fighting skills of an insect. This fascinating system utilizes swift,
methodical movements for defense and offense, and is well respected as an art that helps
practitioners develop great strength and perseverance. The Complete Guide to Northern
Praying Mantis Kung Fu provides an in-depth look at the history and practice of this
remarkable martial art. Author Stuart Alve Olson, a student of T. T. Liang, draws on the
lineages of Masters Feng Huan-I and Wang Han-Fon, but includes detailed description of
all major schools, styles, and lineages. The first half of the book focuses on tactics and
theory; the second half contains step-by-step descriptions of the fundamental Praying
Mantis stances, exercises, footwork, and kicks, clearly illustrated by more than 200
photographs. What sets this book apart from other works on Praying Mantis is its
philosophical depth; author Olson gives a clear account of the development of the art and
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the Taoist principles from which it arose. This book provides the basis for not only
mastering the martial art of Praying Mantis Kung Fu but also mastering oneself—the true
goal of all martial arts.
The Art of Chuka Shaolin
Secrets of Phoenix Eye Fist Kung Fu
Wing Chun Kung-Fu
Improve Flexibility, Balance and Strength for Higher Kicks, Faster Strikes, Smoother
Throws, Safer Falls, Stronger Stances
Kung-Fu Table Tennis
Kung Fu and Science
Get your training off to a great start—from basic kicks to practice and
tournaments—this book is a perfect introduction to kung fu for beginners.
It's everything you need to get started in kung fu! Whether you are
considering taking up this martial art, or you've already started, Kung Fu
Basics offers an easy, yet comprehensive introduction to everything you
need to know to feel confident and be successful. You'll learn about: The
origins of kung fu—philosophy, history and different styles What happens in
a kung fu class—invaluable tips on choosing the right school, getting ready
for your first class, and basic training methods The essential elements of
the style—stances, footwork, kicks, and hand techniques, with tips on
common mistakes and how to get the most power out of each move Drill
and conditioning exercises—exercises to compliment your training Practical
ways to improve your kung fu technique—traditional teaching advice of
Chinese masters Resources—help further develop your knowledge and
understanding of kung fu
In his loft in New york City's Greenwich Village, Sifu Shi Yan Ming trains
men and women of all ages, body types and backgrounds in the
fundamentals of kung fu. A 34th generation Shaolin Warrior monk from
China's Shaolin Temple—the birthplace of Chan Buddhism and the mecca of
all martial arts—Yan Ming teaches the students at his USA Shaolin Temple
that there is no better workout program than his brand of kung fu for
getting the body and mind into warrior condition. Lavishly illustrated with
hundreds of four-color photographs, the warrior workout, distills a lifetime
of Shaolin training and wisdom into a 28-day workout. The Shaolin Workout
is a complete-unto-itself program of both fitness and spiritual lessons can
be applied to every aspect of one's life: work, relationships, family. Kung fu
gives a superb aerobic workout at the same time that it dramatically
increases flexibility, power, and speed. The ultimate promise of the book is
this: stick to the plan for 28 days—for as little as 15 minutes a day—to be
transformed inside and out. And the enormous sense of accomplishment
that results will radiate through your life, allowing you to tackle the world
with a warrior's confidence, calm, and poise.
From his extensive knowledge of long fist and white crane kung fu, Dr.
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Yang, Jwing-Ming explains and instructs the basic training techniques of
Shaolin kung fu.
Secrets of the most devastating of the Eastern martial arts! Kungfu is one
of the most spectacular forms of martial arts in the world. Developed by the
Chinese, it is the art of open-handed fighting, employing a series of
movements, attacks and counter-attacks, parries and blocks without the
use of weapons. Kung Fu's skill and effectiveness is well-known and is
practiced all over the world by those who want to benefit by this supreme
art. Here is a step by step guide to learning Kung Fu for self-defense,
speed, sensitivity and endurance. This book provides you with your own
complete course, with action illustrations to explain every position, parry,
counter-attack, block etc., with special tips for all stances and movements.
Black Dragon Kung Fu
An Introduction
The History, Form, and Function of PEK SIL LUM
Episode 10: Kung Fu: Stances and Moving Drills
Read Along or Enhanced eBook
28 Days to Transforming Your Body and Soul the Warrior's Way
Martial Arts for Your Mind and BodyEpisode 10: Kung Fu: Stances and Moving Drills
These techniques will elevate you to a new status as a martial artist. Everything from
"iron palm" to "iron body" is covered including; secret breathing methods, ch'i kung
and how to use, increase and exercise control over your ch'i force, Black Dragon
Kung Fu will provides you with a rich detailed history of many martial arts styles and
the amazing history and unique origins. Make your own "Dit ja jow", increase your
training and fighting speed to the point where you are seen moving only as a blur.
Train your reflexes, condition your body, learn the most effective target areas to
defeat any enemy!
This handbook looks at the history and development of kung fu, as well as
demonstrating stances, hand and foot techniques from some of the main styles, and
the philosophy behind the martial art.
Discusses the history and philosophy of kung-fu, demonstrates punches, kicks, and
stances, and provides advice on conditioning
The Art of Shaolin Kung Fu
Secrets of Northern Shaolin Kung-fu
Instant Health
A Complete Guide
Foshan Wing Chun
The Forms

Kung fu influenced almost all martial arts in China, including dozens of varieties of kung fu,
and Chinese martial arts in turn formed the foundation for martial arts throughout Asia. Join
Coach Johnny Chang as he provides an overview of the white crane style of kung fu and
demonstrates the major stances and punches.
There is more to martial arts than kicking, blocking, and striking. Each style has a tradition
and history of its own. Compare the differences between karate, kung fu, capoeira, kendo, and
sumo to find out what it takes to be a true master. Along the way, compare numbers like a math
master! This nonfiction math reader builds literacy skills and math content knowledge,
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combining informational text, problem-solving, and real-world connections to help students
explore math in a meaningful way. The Let's Explore Math sidebars feature clear charts and
diagrams that make learning the concepts easy and fun. The Problem-Solving activity
enhances the learning experience and promotes mathematical reasoning, and the Math Talk
section provides critical thinking questions to help facilitate rich discussions while developing
students speaking and listening skills. Text features include content-area vocabulary, dynamic
images, a table of contents, a glossary, an index, and an answer key. Aligned to state and
national standards, this high-interest title will engage students in reading and learning. This
6-Pack includes six copies of this title and a lesson plan.
Kung Fu--loosely meaning "hard-won achievement"--was created for hand-to-hand combat,
but also serves as a healthful exercise both mentally and physically. Learn about Aikido's
history, moves, training, and more with this title. Complete with a photo diagram, informative
sidebars, and glossary. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
SportsZone is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Black Belt
The Philosophical Art of Self Defense
89 Kicks from Karate, Taekwondo, Muay Thai, Jeet Kune Do, and Others (Downloadable
Media Included)
Kung Fu for Young People
Kung Fu Basics
Monster Book of Manga Drawing
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